




























































(1)   a.   öčügedür Ulaɣan-ø/-u      qudaldun abu-ɣsan   nom  
      yesterday Ulagan-Nom/-Gen buy    take-Past.Adn book 
         ‘the book which Ulagan bought yesterday’ 
   b.   bi-ø    öčügedür Ulaɣan-ø/-u     qudaldun abu-ɣsan/-ab-čai  
       I-Nom  yesterday Ulagan-Nom/-Gen buy    take-Past.Adn/-take-Past.Con  
       gejü  bodu-ɣsan     nom 
       that  think-Past.Adn  book 
       ‘the book which I thought [that Ulagan bought t yesterday]’ 
(2)  a.   ??????????? 




























(3)  a.   Qoyar  čaɣ-un   daraɣa Ulaɣan-ø/*-i      ende ire-jei. 
      two    hour-Gen after    Ulagan-Nom/-Acc here  come-Past.Con 
      ‘Ulagan came here in two hours.’ 
   b.   Qoyar  čaɣ-un   daraɣa Ulaɣan-ø/-i       ende ire-bel,  bügüdeger-ø 
      two    hour-Gen after    Ulagan-Nom/-Acc here come-if  everyone-Nom 
      ɣačiɣdana. 
      trouble 
      ‘If Ulagan comes here in two hours, everybody will be in trouble.’ 
(4)  a.   ??????????*???? 











(5)   "inna baqarat-an takallam-at 
    that  cow-Acc    spoke-3.s.f. 
    ‘A cow spoke.’                                    (Fassi Fehri (1993: 32)) 
(6)   ???? ?????? ????? ????? ?????? 
    ????? (626-671) ???????13?????? 14?????? 














(7)   Tokyo-du-bol,  Baɣatur-ø   [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø    e  oči-ɣsan]  
    Tokyo-to-Top   Bagatur-Nom  last.year Ulagan-Nom   go-Past.Adn  
    šiltaɣan-i-ni    mede-ne. 
    reason-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘To Tokyo, Bagatur knows the reason why Ulagan went t last year.’ 
(8)  * ????????? [[ e ????????] ?] ????????? 











?????? wh ???????????????Wh ?????????????
?????????????????????????(9)?(10)?????? 
(9)   Či-ø     Baɣatur-un/-ø  ?   yaɣu-ø   qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  esekü-ø-yi(-ni) 
      you-Nom  Bagatur-Gen/-Nom  what-Acc buy-take-Past.Adn  not-Q-Acc-PoP3 
    medekü    boi? 
    know.Adn  Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Bagatur bought what]]].’  
(10)  * ????????????????????????? 





? ????wh-in-situ??????? wh???? wh??????????????
















  This thesis investigated syntactic properties exhibited by four types of particles in 
Mongolian and Japanese. First, I examined properties of genitive subjects in the two 
languages, and found that in Mongolian, genitive subjects are allowed in embedded clauses 
when certain conditions are met, while in Japanese, they are not. Therefore, a genitive subject 
is allowed in the embedded clause in the relative clause in Mongolian, as shown in (1), while 
it is not allowed in Japanese, as shown in (2). 
(1)    bi-ø    öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø/-u     qudaldun abu-ɣsan/-ab-čai  
     I-Nom  yesterday Ulagan-Nom/-Gen buy    take-Past.Adn/-take-Past.Con  
     gejü  bodu-ɣsan     nom 
     that  think-Past.Adn  book 
    ‘the book which I thought [that Ulagan bought t] yesterday’ 
(2)   watashi-ga  kinoo   Taroo-ga/*-no   kat-ta-ø/-ø         to  omot-ta   hon 
 ? ?  I-Nom     yesterday Taro-Nom/-Gen buy-Past-Adn/-Con  that think-Past book 
      ‘the book [which I thought [that John bought t]]’ 
Based on newly found data such as (1) and (2), I claimed the following. (i) The conditions on 
genitive subject licensing in Monglian are (a) that a genitive subject must be locally 
c-commanded by a nominal element, and (b) that it must be in a local relationship with the 
adnominal form of the predicate. (ii) Genitive subjects are also allowed in the cleft 
construction and the comparative consturuction in Mongolian. (iii) The system behind 
genitive subject licensing in Japanese consists of the following three parts. (a) The condition 
on genitive subject licensing in Japanese is that a genitive subject must be in a local 
relationship with the adnominal form of the predicate. (b) The size of a relative clause with a 




  Second, I investigated properties of accusative subjects in the two languages, and found 
that an accusative subject may appear in adjunct clauses whose heads are not genuinely 
nominal in nature. To be more concrete, it may appear in temporal, conditional, and reason 
clauses, the the more, the better construction, and the as soon as construction, but not clauses 
adjacent to overt nominal heads. Therefore, an accusative subject is allowed in the conditional 
clause in Mongolian, as shown in (3), while it is not allowed in Japanese, as shown in (4). 
(3)   Qoyar  čaɣ-un   daraɣa Ulaɣan-ø/-i       ende ire-bel,  bügüdeger-ø 
    two    hour-Gen after    Ulagan-Nom/-Acc here come-if  everyone-Nom 
    ɣačiɣdana. 
    trouble 
    ‘If Ulagan comes here in two hours, everybody will be in trouble.’ 
(4)   Moshi nijikan-goni  Taroo-ga/*-o   kokoni kita-ra, daremo-ga 
    if    two.house-in Taro-Nom/-Acc here  came-if everyone-Nom 
    komaru-daroo. 
    be.in.trouble-will 
    ‘If Taro comes here in two hours, everybody will be in trouble.’ 
  A further investigation reveals that accusative subjects are allowed in Arabic and old 
Japanese, as shown in (5) and (6), respectively. 
(5)   "inna baqarat-an takallam-at 
    that  cow-Acc    spoke-3.s.f. 
    ‘A cow spoke.’                                    (Fassi Fehri (1993: 32)) 
(6)   Aki-no       ta-no        kariho-no      io-no      toma-o 
    autumn-Gen  rice.field-Gen temporary-Gen cabin-Gen  roof-Acc 
    ara-mi, ... 
    large.mesh-because 
    ‘In the harvest of autumn rice field, because the roof of the temporary cabin has large 
    mesh, ...’ 
    (Tenji Tennoo (626-671) in Hyakuninisshu (early 13th century to early 14th century)) 
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Based on these data, I claimed that C is actually an abstract accusative Case licensor in 
Mongolian as well as Arabic and old Japanese, and suggested a new Case licensing system, in 
which functional categories D, v, I, and C license Case. 
  Third, I examined properties of the topic markers -bol and -wa in Mongolain and 
Japanese, respectively, and found that in Mongolian, PPs followed by -bol in Mongolian are 
not constrained by island constraints, while PPs followed by -wa in Japanese are. Therefore, a 
PP-bol in Mongolian can be separated from its base-generated position by an island, as shown 
in (7), while a PP-wa in Japaneses cannot, as shown in (8). 
(7)   Tokyo-du-bol,  Baɣatur-ø   [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø    e  oči-ɣsan]  
    Tokyo-to-Top   Bagatur-Nom  last.year Ulagan-Nom   go-Past.Adn  
    šilataɣan-i-ni    mede-ne. 
    reason-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘To Tokyo, Bagatur knows the reason why Ulagan went t last year.’ 
(8)  * Pekin-ni-wa,   John-ga   [[e  itta  koto-ga   aru]  hito]-o   mitsuketa 
    Beijing-to-Top  John-Nom    went thing-Nom exist person-Acc found 
    rashii. 
    seem 
    ‘To Beijing, John seems to have found a person who has been.’     (Saito (1985)) 
  Furthermore, I also found that NP/PP scrambling and NP/PP topicalization in Mongolian 
do not obey island constraints. Based on these facts, I claimed that a ‘displaced’ element in 
overt syntax in Monglian is actually base-generated in that position in overt syntax, and its 
corresponding pro is genereted in the base-generated position. 
  Fourth, and finally, I investigated properties of the wh-interrgoative construction in the 
two languages. A wh-interrogative clause is followed by a particular particle in the two 
languages. In Mongolian, the particles for a direct yes/no-question and an indirect 
yes/no-question are -yu and -ø, respectively, and the particles for a direct wh-question and an 
indirect wh-question are -boi and -ø, respectively. In Japaense, the particles for a direct 
yes/no-question and an indirect yes/no-question are -ka and -kadooka, respectively, and the 
particles for a direct wh-question and an indirect wh-question are -ka and -ka, respectively. I 
found that an argument wh-phrase in situ in Monglian is not subject to the Wh-Island 
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Constraint, as shown in (9), while it is in Japanese, as shown in (10). 
(9)   Či-ø     Baɣatur-un/-ø  ?   yaɣu-ø   qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  esekü-ø-yi(-ni) 
      you-Nom  Bagatur-Gen/-Nom  what-Acc buy-take-Past.Adn  not-Q-Acc-PoP3 
    medekü    boi? 
    know.Adn  Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Bagatur bought what]]].’  
(10)  * Anata-wa [Taroo-ga   nani-o    kat-ta    kadooka] shittei-masu ka? 
    you-Top   Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past  whether  know-polite Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought what]]]?’ 
  Furthermore, I found that an adjunct wh-phrase in situ is not subject to island constraints, 
either, in Mongolain, while it is in Japanese. 
  A comparison between the behavior of argument wh-phrases and the behavior of adjunct 
wh-phrases in wh-in-situ languages revelas that there are three types of languages in the 
world: (i) languages such as Japanese and Korean, where argument and adjunct wh-phrases 
undergo (LF) wh-movement, (ii) languages such as Chinese and Sinhara, where adjunct 
wh-phrases alone undergo (LF) wh-movement, and (iii) languages such as Mongolain, where 
neither of argument or adjunct wh-phrases undergo (LF) wh-movement. 










































































1      first person 
2      second person 
3      third person 
A      argument (position) 
A’     non-argument (position) 
Acc     accusative case 
Adn    adnominal 
AGR    agreement 
CL     classifier 
C/C0/COMP complementizer 
Con     conclusive 
COP    copula 
CP     complementizer phrase 
D      determiner 
DP     determiner phrase 
ECP    Empty Category Principle 
EMPH   emphatic 
EPP    Extended Projection Principle 
F      focus 
FinP    finite phrase 
FocP    focus phrase 
Gen     genitive case 
I/I0/INFL  inflection 
IP     inflection phrase 
LF     Logical Form 
MLC    Minimal Link Condition 
Neg/NEG  negation 
Nom    nominative case 
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N      noun 
NP     noun phrase 
Obj     object 
Past     past tense 
Perf     perfective 
PL     plural 
PoP     possessive pronoun 
PP     postposition phrase 
Pres    present tense 
Q      question 
ReP     reflexive pronoun 
Sub/SUB  subject 
SG     singular 
Spec/SPEC specifier 
t      trace 
T/T0    tense 
TOP    topic 
TP     tense phrase 
v      verb 
V      verb 
vP     verb phrase 
VP     verb phrase 
X0     head or zero level category 
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??? 3???????????????(1)Miyagawa (1993)/Harada (2002)/Maki and 
Uchibori (2008)? D?????(2) Watanabe (1996)/Hiraiwa (2001)? C????+COMP?
?????????(3) Miyagawa (2013)? v ??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 























?????????????????Miyagawa (1993)/Harada (2002)/Maki and Uchibori 
(2008)? D?????Watanabe (1996)/Hiraiwa (2001)? C????+COMP??????




Hiraiwa (2001)????????  
  







(3)  * ????[??? ??/? ???] ???????? ???  
  
Miyagawa (2013)???????????????????genitive of dependent tense 
(GDT)???????????????v??????????????????  
? ????(2)??????Hiraiwa (2001)??? C???????????????
??????????Harada (2002)/Maki and Uchibori (2008)??????????(4) ?
??????????????????????????  
  











(5)  a.   [?? ??] ????????????  
   b.  * [?? ???] ????????????  
 
(6)  a.    [?? ???] ??????????????     
   b.  * [?? ???] ??????????????  
 
(7)  a.    [?? ????] ??????????? ????     
   b.  * [?? ????] ??????????? ????  
 
(8)  a.   [?? ????] ???????????? ????     
   b.  * [?? ????] ???????????? ????  
 
(9)  a.    [?? ??] ????????? ????  
   b.  * [?? ???] ????????? ????  
 
(10)  a.   [??? ??] ?????? ?????  
   b.  * [??? ???]  ?????? ?????  
 
(11)  a.   [?? ??] ?????????????????  
   b.  * [?? ???] ?????????????????  
 
(12)  a.    [??? ??] ??????? ???????  












(13)  * [?? ??] ????????????  
 
(14)  * [?? ???] ??????????????  
 
(15)   [?? ????] ??????????? ????  
 
(16)   [?? ????] ???????????? ????  
 
(17)   [?? ??] ????????? ????  
 
(18)   [??? ??] ?????? ?????  
 
(19)   [?? ??] ?????????????????  
 











???(19)-(20)???Harada (2002)?Maki and Uchibori (2008)???????????
??????????????????????(21)-(22)????  
  
(21)   [?? ??] ? ????????????????? 
  














































(24)  a.   Baɣatur-ø     nom-ø     ungsi-jai. 
       Bagatur-Nom  book-Acc  read-Past 
       ‘Bagatur read a book.’ 
    b.   Baɣatur-ø    öčügedür  almurad-ø  ide-jei. 
       Bagatur-Nom  yesterday  apple-Acc  eat-Past 












(25)  a.    Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan*-ø/-i     sigümjile-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Acc/-Acc  criticize-Past.Con 
      ‘Bagatur criticized Ulagan.’ 
   b.    Baɣatur-ø    jarim kümün*-ø/-i      sigümjile-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom  some person-Acc/-Acc  criticize-Past.Con 
      ‘Bagatur criticized somebody.’ 
   c.   Baɣatur-ø     öčügedür tere almurad*-ø/-i   ide-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom  yesterday the apple-Acc/-Acc  eat-Past.Con 
      ‘Bagatur ate the apple yesterday.’ 
   d.   Baɣatur-ø     öčügedür  almurad-ø/-i    ide-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom  yesterday  apple-Acc/-Acc  eat-Past.Con 










(26)  a.   abu-yin    surɣal 
      father-Gen  teaching 
      ‘father’s teaching’ 
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    b.  ɣul-un   urusɣal 
      river-Gen flow 
      ‘the flow of the river’ 
    c.  naran-u gerel 
      sun-Gen light 




(27)  a.   Tere-ø      nom-ø    ungsi-jai. 
       she/he-Nom book-Acc read-Past.Con 
       ‘She/He read a book.’ 
    b.   tegün-ü  ungsi-ɣsan     nom 
       he-Gen  read-Past.Adn  book  









? Maki et al. (2010)??????????????????????????????
??????(28)?????????-ø ???????????  
  
(28)   Öčügedür Ulaɣan ø/*-u     nom-ø   qudaldun ab-čai.  
       yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen book-Acc buy    take-Past.Con  




??????????(29)?????????-ø ????-u ?????  
  
(29)   öčügedür Ulaɣan-ø/-u      qudaldun abu-ɣsan   nom  
 yesterday Ulagan-Nom/-Gen buy    take-Past.Adn book 





? Maki et al. (2010)??????????????????????????????
?????????(30)-(31)???? 
 
(30)    öčügedür  bi-ø    Ulaɣan-ø     qudaldun abu-ɣsan/-ab-čai  
     yesterday I-Nom  Ulagan-Nom  buy    take-Past.Adn/-take-Past.Con  
     gejü  bodu-ɣsan     nom 
     that  think-Past.Adn  book 
     ‘the book which I thought [that Ulagan bought t] yesterday’ 
 
(31)    öčügedür  bi-ø    Ulaɣan-u     qudaldun abu-ɣsan/*ab-čai  
     yesterday  I-Nom  Ulagan-Gen  buy    take-Past.Adn/-take-Past.Con  
     gejü  bodu-ɣsan     nom 
     that  think-Past.Adn  book 
     ‘the book which I thought [that Ulagan bought t] yesterday’ 
 











(32)  * [Bi-ø   [öčügedür  Ulaɣan-u   nom-ø   qudaldun 
     I-Nom  yesterday  Ulagan-Gen book-Acc buy 
    abu-ɣsan/-ab-čai        gejü]  bodu-jai]. 
    take-Past.Adn/-take-Past.Con  that  think-Past.Con 





(33)    [bi-ø    [öčügedür  Ulaɣan-u    qudaldun abu-ɣsan   gejü] bodu-ɣsan] 
I-Nom   yesterday  Ulagan-Gen buy    take-Past.Adn that  think-Past.Adn 
     nom 
    book 








(34)  a.   kinoo    John-ga/-no    kat-ta-ø/-ø        hon 
         yesterday John-Nom/-Gen buy-Past-Adn/-Con book 
         ‘the book which John bought t yesterday’ 
   b.   watashi-ga  [kinoo     John-ga/*-no   kat-ta-ø/-ø         to]  
 ? ?    I-Nom      yesterday  John-Nom/-Gen buy-Past-Adn/-Con  that 
         omot-ta   hon  
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      think-Past book 




















(35)  * bi-ø   [CP öčügedür  Ulaɣan-u   qudaldun ab-čai     gejü]  bodu-ɣsan 
    I-Nom    yesterday Ulagan-Gen buy    take-Past.Con that  think-Past.Adn 
    nom 
    book  






? ???????????Maki et al. (2010)?????????????????(36)
????????? 
 
(36)  a.    ?????????????? c-command????????? 
   b.   ???????????????????????????????? 





(37)  * watashi-ga [CP  kinoo    John-no  kat-ta        to]   omot-ta   hon 
    I-Nom      yesterday John-Gen buy-Past.Adn  that  think-Past book 









(38)   bi-ø   [CP  öčügedür Ulaɣan-ø    qudaldun abu-ɣsan/ab-čai     gejü]  
    I-Nom    yesterday  Ulagan-Nom buy    take-Past.Adn/Past.Con that   
    bodu-ɣsan    nom 
    think-Past.Adn  book  












(39)  a.   [Bi-ø    [Baɣatur-ø     [öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø/*-u      nom-ø 
          I-Nom   Bagatur-Nom   yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen book-Acc 
         qudaldun ab-ɣsan  gejü] kele-jei      gejü] bodu- jai]. 
         buy    take-Past.Adn that  say-Past.Con that  think-Past.Con 
      ‘[I thought [that Bagatur said [that Ulagan bought a book yesterday]]]’ 
   b.   [Bi-ø    [Baɣatur-ø     [öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø/-u     pro  
       I-Nom   Bagatur-Nom   yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen 
         qudaldun abu-ɣsan  gejü] kele-jei         gejü] bodu-ɣsan]     nom 
         buy    take-Past.Adn  that  say-Past.Con  that  think-Past.Adn  book 








(40)  a.   [Baɣatur-ø     [öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø/*-u      iniye-gsen     gejü] 
          Bagatur-Nom   yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen laugh-Past.Adn  that 
         kele-jei]. 
         say-Past.Con 
         ‘[Bagtur told [that Ulagan laughed yesterday]].’ 
   b.    [Baɣatur-ø     [öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø/*-u     iniye-gsen     gejü] 
          Bagatur-Nom   yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen laugh-Past.Adn  that 
          kele-gsen]   učir 
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         say-Past.Adn  fact 
         ‘the fact [that Bagatur told [that Ulagan laughed yesterday]]’ 
 
? ??????(36)????(40b)???????????????????????
??(40b)?????????????????????Maki et al. (2010)????(36)
?????????????????????????(41)???? 
 
(41)     [GEN...V(ADN)] N  





???????Maki et al. (2011)???????????????????? pro??
??binding (c-commanding)??????????????????????????














(42)? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?    NP  
  ?               IP ? ? ?   N 
    ? ?     NP     I’     nom1 
                 VP   I  ‘book’ 
              CP ?  V 
 ?          IP ?   C 
        NP  ?   I’ 
 ?          VP      I 
  CP    V 
     IP   C 
 NP        I’ 
Ulagan-u    VP ?   I 
‘Ulagan-Gen NP   V 
        pro1 
 
(43)   [GEN...V(ADN)] C[+N]  
                          
 
(39b)?(40b)????????????Maki et al. (2011)?????????????
???????????????? 
 
(44)   ??????????????? 
   a.   ????????????????????? c-command?????? 
      ??? 
   b.   ???????????????????????????????? 












(45)  a.?  Nidunun Ulaɣan-ø    ene  nom-i    biči-jei. 
 ?       last year  Ulagan-Nom  this  book-Acc write-Past.Con 
         ‘Uragan wrote this book last year.’ 
    b.   Nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø    t  biči-gsen/*-jei-ni-bol,             ene  
         last year  Ulagan-Nom    write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con-PoP3-Top  this 
      nom-i. 
      book-Acc 






?????????????????????????????Maki et al. (2011)??
??????????????????????????????????????
??????? 3??????? ni ‘PoP3’????????????????? 
 
(46)   Nidunun Ulaɣan-ø     t  biči-gsen/*-jei          nom  neliyed sonirqaltai. 
     last year  Ulagan-Nom    write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con book  very  interesting 
     ‘The book that Uragan wrote last year is very interesting.’ 
 
(47)   Nidunun  Ulaɣan-u    t  biči-gsen-ni-bol,         ene nom-i. 
     last year   Ulagan-Gen   write-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top  this book-Acc 
     ‘It is this book that Ulagan wrote last year.’ 
                                               







(48)  a.   Nidunun Ulaɣan-ø    t biči-gsen-ni-bol,         ene  nom-i. 
         last year  Ulagan-Nom  write-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this  book-Acc 
         ‘It is this book that Uragan wrote last year.’ 
    b.   Öčügedür t tere nom-i    qudalduju  abu-ɣsan-ni-bol,       Ulaɣan-ø. 
         yesterday  that book-Acc buy     take-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top Ulagan-Nom 
         ‘It is Ulagan that bought the book yesterday.’ 
    c.    Öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø     t ire-gsen-ni-bol,          Tokyo-ača. 
          yesterday  Ulagan-Nom   come-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top Tokyo-from 
         ‘It is from Tokyo that Ulagan came yesterday.’ 
    d.   Tere nom-un   sang-ača    Ulaɣan-ø    t  tere  nom-i , 
         that  book-Gen  library-from   Ulagan-Nom    that  book-Acc  
         jigele-gsen-ni-bol      öčügedür. 
          lend-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top  yesterday 






(49)  a.   Baɣatur-ø,   [Ulaɣan-ø    t  biči-gsen    gejü] boduju baiqu-bol, 
      Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom   write-Past.Adn  that  think  be.Adn-Top 
      ene nom-i. 
      this book-Acc 
      ‘It is this book that Bagatur thinks that Ulagan wrote.’ 
                                               




   b.  * Baɣatur-ø,   [Ulaɣan-ø   t biči-gsen     esekü]-yi    medekü-bol, 
      Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom  write-Past.Adn  whether-Acc  know.Adn-Top 
      ene nom-i. 
      this book-Acc 
      ‘It is this book that Bagatur knows whether Ulagan wrote.’ 
   c.  * Baɣatur-ø,   [Ulaɣan-ø     t  biči-gsen    gedeg] čuuriya-yi 
      Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom   write-Past.Adn  that   rumor-Acc 
      sonus-uɣsan-bol,  ene nom-i. 
      hear-Past.Adn-Top this book-Acc 
      ‘It is this book that Bagatur heard the rumor that Ulagan bought.’ 
   d.  * Baɣatur-ø,   [Ulaɣan-ø    t  biči-gsen     učir-ača] soči-ɣsan-bol, 
      Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom    write-Past.Adn  because  surprised-Top  
      ene  nom-i. 
      this  book-Acc  
      ‘It is this book that Bagatur was surprised because Ulagan wrote.’ 
 
??????????????????????????????????????






(50)  a.   Nidunun Ulaɣan-u   t  biči-gsen-ni-bol,      ene  nom-i. 
      last year  Ulagan-Gen   write-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top  this  book-Acc 
      ‘It is this book that Ulagan wrote last year.’ 
   b.   Öčügedür Ulaɣan-u    t   ire-gsen-ni-bol,       Tokyo-ača. 
      yesterday  Ulagan-Gen   come-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top Tokyo-from 
      ‘It is from Tokyo that Ulagan came yesterday.’ 
   c.   Tere  nom-un  sang-ača  Ulaɣan-u   t   tere nom-i 
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      that  book-Gen library-from  Ulagan-Gen    that book-Acc 
      jigele-gsen-ni-bol,      öčügedür. 
      borrow-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top  yesterday 




(51)   Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan-u    t  qudaldun abu-ɣsan    gejü  boduju 
    Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Gen    buy    take-Past.Adn that  think 
     baiqu-ni-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
    be.Adn-PoP3-Top   this  book-Acc 







(52)   [Öčügedür  [Batu-ø     [Baɣatur-ø      Ulaɣan-u   t qudalduju abu-ɣsan 
     yesterday   Batu-Nom  Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Gen  buy    take-Past.Adn 
    gejü]  kele-gsen   gejü] bodu-ɣsan-ni]-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
    that  say-Past.Adn that  think-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this  book-Acc 





(53)   [Öčügedür  Batu-ø    [Baɣatur-un  [Ulaɣan-ø   t qudalduju abu-ɣsan 
     yesterday  Batu-Nom   Bagatur-Gen  Ulagan-Nom  buy    take-Past.Adn 
    gejü]  kele-gsen    gejü]  bodu-ɣsan-ni]-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
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    that  say-Past.Adn  that  think-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this  book-Acc 
    ‘It is this book that Batu thought yesterday that Bagatur said that Ulagan bought.’ 
 
(54)   [Öčügedür  Batu-ø     [Baɣatur-un  [Ulaɣan-ø   t qudalduju ab-čai 
     yesterday  Batu-Nom   Bagatur-Gen  Ulagan-Nom  buy    take-Past.Con 
    gejü] kele-gsen    gejü]  bodu-ɣsan-ni]-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
    that  say-Past.Adn  that  think-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this  book-Acc 
    ‘It is this book that Batu thought yesterday that Bagatur said that Ulagan bought.’ 
 
(55)   [Öčügedür  Batu-yin  [Baɣatur-ø    [Ulaɣan-ø    t qudalduju abu-ɣsan 
      yesterday  Batu-Gen  Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom  buy    take-Past.Adn 
    gejü]  kele-gsen     gejü]  bodu-ɣsan-ni]-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
    that  say-Past.Adn  that  think-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this  book-Acc 
    ‘It is this book that Batu thought yesterday that Bagatur said that Ulagan bought.’ 
 
(56)   [Öčügedür  Batu-yin   [Baɣatur-ø     [Ulaɣan-ø   t  qudalduju ab-čai] 
     yesterday  Batu-Gen  Bagatur-Nom Ulagan-Nom   buy    take-Past.Con 
    gejü  kele-gsen   gejü]  bodu-ɣsan-ni]-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
    that  say-Past.Adn that  think-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this  book-Acc 
    ‘It is this book that Batu thought yesterday that Bagatur said that Ulagan bought.’ 
 
(57)   [Öčügedür  Batu-yin    [Baɣatur-ø     [Ulaɣan-ø   t qudalduju ab-čai  
     yesterday Batu-Gen  Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom  buy    take-Past.Con  
    gejü]  kele-jei    gejü]  bodu-ɣsan-ni]-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
    that  say-Past.Con that  think-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this  book-Acc 







(58)   [t  [Tokyo-ača   Ulaɣan-ø     ire-gsen       gejü] boduju  
       Tokyo-from  Ulagan-Nom  come-Past.Adn  that]  think  
     baiqu]-ni-bol,    ene  kümün. 
    be.Adn]-PoP3-Top  this  person 
    ‘It is this person who thinks that Ulagan came from Tokyo.’ 
 
(59)  * [t  [Tokyo-ača   Ulaɣan-u     ire-gsen       gejü] boduju  
       Tokyo-from  Ulagan-Gen  come-Past.Adn  that]  think  
     baiqu]-ni-bol,    ene  kümün. 
    be.Adn]-PoP3-Top  this  person 








(60)   Nidunun Ulaɣan-u   t biči-gsen-ni-bol,      ene  nom-i. 
    last year  Ulagan-Gen   write-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top  this  book-Acc 
    ‘It is this book that Uragan wrote last year.’ 
 
(61)   Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan-u    t  qudaldun  abu-ɣsan   gejü  boduju 
    Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Gen    buy     take-Past.Adn that  think 
     baiqu-ni-bol,     ene  nom-i. 
    be.Adn-PoP3-Top   this  book-Acc 








(62)  * Baɣatur-ø   Ulaɣan-u   ene  nom-i    qudaldun  abu-ɣsan   gejü 
    Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Gen  this  book-Acc  buy     take-Past.Adn that 
    boduju  bayina. 
    think  be.Con 
    ‘Bagatur thinks that Ulagan bought this book.’ 
 
(63)   Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan-u    t  qudaldun  abu-ɣsan   gejü  boduju 
    Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Gen   buy     take-Past.Adn that  think 
     baiqu  nom-bol,  ene  nom-i. 
    be.Adn book-Top   this  book-Acc 





Maki et al. (2010)??????(36)????????????(36)?(64)???????? 
?Maki et al. (2011)??????(70)??????????????????????
??? 
 
(64)  ?????????????? 
   a.   ????????????c-command??????????? 
   b.   ???????????????????????????????? 








(65)   [Öčügedür Batu-ø     [Baɣatur-un  [Ulaɣan-ø   t qudalduju abu-ɣsan 
     yesterday  Batu-Nom  Bagatur-Gen  Ulagan-Nom  buy    take-Past.Adn 
    gejü]  kele-gsen   gejü]  bodu-ɣsan-ni]-bol,     ene nom-i. 
    that  say-Past.Adn that  think-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top this book-Acc 
    ‘It is this book that Batu thought yesterday that Bagatur said that Ulagan bought.’ 
 
(65)??????????????????????????????????? 3




(66)  * [t  [Tokyo-ača   Ulaɣan-u     ire-gsen      gejü] boduju 
       Tokyo-from  Ulagan-Gen  come-Past.Adn that]  think 
     baiqu]-ni-bol,   ene  kümün. 
    be.Adn]-PoP3-Top this  person 









(67)  a.   [CP Op1…[CP NP-Gen [CP…t1…C]…V.Adn C]…V.Adn] ni…    (53)(65) 
                           












(68)          CP 
          OP1  C’ 
                  IP   C1 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ……….. 
                   CP 
                     C’ 
                  IP    C2 
               NP    I’ 
          NP-Gen  VP   I 
         CP   V 
         t’1   C’ 
                 IP    C3 
              NP  VP 
                NP   V 














(69)          CP 
          OP1  C’ 
                 IP   C1 
? ? ? ? ? ?    NP     I’ 
               t1   VP  I 
             CP   V 
               IP   C2 
             NP   I’ 
       NP-Gen  VP   I 







???????????(64)??Maki at al. (2011)??(70)?????????? 
 
(70)  ?????????????????? 
   a.   ????????????????c-command??????????? 
   b.   ???????????????????????????????? 









(71)   [Op1 Öčügedür Ulaɣan-u      t1  ire-gsen]-ni-bol,      Tokyo-ača. 
       yesterday  Ulagan-Gen    come-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top Tokyo-from 









????????????????????????????(70)??Maki et al. (2011)
??????????????????????????????????????
??(72)-(73)????????????????????????Ulaɣan-ø/-u qari-ɣsan 
‘Ulagan-Nom/-Gen go back-Past.Adn’???????????????Baɣatur-ø 
Ulaɣan-ø/*-u qari-ɣsan gejü boduju baiqu ‘Bagatur-Nom Ulagan-Nom/-Gen go 
back-Past.Adn that think be.Adn’????? 
 
(72)   Öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø/-u     qari-ɣsan       učir-tu 
    yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen  go back-Past.Adn thing-for 
    bügüdeger-ø   soči-jai. 
    all people-Nom  surprised-Past.Con 
    ‘Everybody was surprised at the fact that Ulagan went home yesterday.’ 
 
(73)   Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan-ø/*-u    qari-ɣsan       gejü boduju baiqu 
    Bagatur-Nom Ulagan-Nom/-Gen  go.back-Past.Adn that  think  be.Adn  
    učir-tu   bügüdeger-ø   soči-jai. 
    thing-for  all people-Nom  surprised-Past.Con 















(74)   Batu-ø   Ulaɣan-ø/-u       ungsi-ɣsan   (kemjiye) ača  olan 
    Batu-Nom Ulagan-Nom/Gen read-Past.Adn  degree  than many 
    nom-ø   ungsi-jai. 
    book-Acc read-Past.Con 
    ‘Batu read more books that Ulagan read.’ 
 
(75)   Batu-ø     Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan-ø/-u       ungsi-ɣsan   gejü 
    Batu-Nom  Bagatur-Nom Ulagan-Nom/Gen  read-Past.Adn that 
    bodu-ɣsan    (kemjiye)  ača  olan  nom-ø    ungsi-jai. 
    think-Past.Adn   degree   than  many  book-Acc  read-Past.Con 













(76)    Batu-ø     Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan-ø/*-u      ungsi-jai    gejü 
    Batu-Nom  Bagatur-Nom Ulagan-Nom/Gen  read-Past.Con that 
    bodu-ɣsan    (kemjiye)  ača  olan  nom-ø    ungši-jai. 
    think-Past.Adn   degree   than  many  book-Acc  read-Past.Con 











(78)   ???????????/*?????????????/?)????????














(79)   ???????/*???????????????????????? 
 
(80)   ???????/*???????????????????? 
 
(81)   ?????????/*?????????????????????????? 
 
? ??????(50c)??????????????????????????? 
(Transitivity Restriction) (Watanabe (1996))????????????????????
??? 
 
(50)  c.   Tere  nom-un  sang-ača  Ulaɣan-u   t  tere nom-i 
      that  book-Gen library-from  Ulagan-Gen   that book-Acc 
      jigele-gsen-ni-bol,      öčügedür. 
      borrow-Past.Adn-PoP3-Top  yesterday 






























(83)   [????? ??/?? ??]  ????????? 
 
?????????????????????????????3????????
???????????Miyagawa (1993)/Maki and Uchibori (2008)?D????????






(84)   ????[??/?? ??]? ??????? ??? 
 
                                               
4 ???????? (2013)???????? 
5 Hiraiwa (2001)??????C????+COMP????????????????Rizzi (2004)???
?????????????????Hiraiwa (2001)???? COMP???????Fin???????













(85)    ??????????????? 




???Horie and Saito (1996) ? Akaso and Haraguchi (2011)????????????
???? 
 
(86)   [??? ???????/*?? ????]? ???????????? ???? 
(Horie and Saito (1996)) 
 
(87)   [??? ?????/*?? ???]? ? ?         (Akaso and Haraguchi (2011)) 
 
??????????Horie and Saito (1996)????? (88)?????Akaso and 
Haraguchi (2011)?????????????? (89)???????? 
 
(88)   ???????????????????????????????????
    ?????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?     (Horie and Saito (1996)) 
 
(89)   ????????????????????Focus Phrase (FP)????????









(90)   [FocP [TP NP-??-Nom...]] N 
 







(92)   ???? ??? ????? ??/?? ????6 




(93)   [DP [FinP ???? e? ??? ????] ?] 

















(94)   [DP [FinP ???? e? ??? ????] ?] 









? ?????????Akaso and Haraguchi (2011)?????????TP??????
?????????????????????(95)-(98)???? 
 
(95)   ????????? ??? ????? ? 
    not > all, (all > not) 
 
(96)   ????????? ??? ????? ? 
    *not > all, all > not 
 
(97)   ??????????? ??? ????? ? 
    not > all, (all > not) 
 
(98)   ??????????? ??? ????? ? 
    *not > all, all > not 
 
(95)-(96)???????????????????????????(95)?????





























(85)   ??????????????? 
    ?????????????+Fin?????????????????? 
 






(101)  [DP [FinP ???? e? ??? ????] ?] 




(102)  ??????????????? 


















(103)  [DP [FinP ???? e? ??? ????] ?]   








(98)   ??????????? ??? ????? ? 
    *not > all, all > not 
 
(104)  [DP [FocP [TP ??????????? ??? ????] Foc]? ?] 







(105)  [DP [FinP [TP ???? e? ??? ????] Fin]? ?] 



















(106)  ???????2??????? 
   a.   D????????????FinP?????????????TP????
      ???????????????????????? 
   b.   v?????????????????????genitive of dependent tense 
      (GDT)???FinP??????????????????????????


































(110)  ????[?????????? ???/?? ?????]? ???????? 






(111)  ????[???????? ?????/*?? ?????]? ????????




(107)  ???????2??????? 
   b.   v?????????????????????genitive of dependent tense 
      (GDT)???FinP??????????????????????????



















(113)  a.   [DP [ForceP [FocP [TP [vP NP-??-Gen…] v] Foc] ??=Force]   
      ?????? 
     b.  [DP [ForceP [FocP NP-??-Gen [TP [vP tNP-??-Gen…] v] Foc] ??=Force] 






??????????????????????Horie and Saito (1996)????(88)?
?????????????????(88)?????????????????? 
 
(88)   ???????????????????????????????????
    ?????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  (Horie and Saito (1996)) 
 
??????Akaso and Haraguchi (2011)?(96)????????????????
(112)/(89)?????? 
 
(96)   [??? ?????/*?? ???]? ? ? ? ? ?   (Akaso and Haraguchi (2011)) 
 














(106)  ???????2??????? 
   a.   D????????????FinP?????????????TP????
      ???????????????????????? 
 
??????????????(85)?????????????Hiraiwa (2001)???




(102)  ??????????????? 





(112)  ?????????????LF???????TP??????????? 







(100)  ??????????????????????FocP????????? 
 
(102)  ??????????????? 
     ????????????????????????????? 
 
(112) ? ?????????????LF???????TP??????????? 






















????????????????? D (??????)???? T (??????)?











(1)   a.   ??? ?????? ??????? ???? 
     b.   ??? ?????? ??????? ????      (?? (1994: 120)) 
 
(1b)?????????????????????? believe/consider ???????
????????????????????(ECM: exceptional case-marking) ????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????Kuno (1976)?????????????????
                                               




?? Saito (1983), Hoji (1991)?????????????????????????







(2)   a.  * ??? ?? ????????? ????????? 
   b.   ??? ?? ??? ???? ??? ??????  
  (????? (2006: 244)) 
 





(3)                           vP 
                              
                       ?? i? ? ? ?   v’ 
                                
                               ????? ? ?  v’ 
                                              
                                        AspP        v-? 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?    
                                 ti                 Asp’ 
                                               
                                              VP          Asp 
                                               
                                         CP            V 
                                        
                                     ti             C’ 
                                                   
                                            TP              C 











(4)                                   vP 
                                              
                      ? ?      AspP? ?        v-? 
                                
                          ?? i ? ? ? ? Asp’ 
                                              
                                    VP   ? ? ? ? ? Asp   
                                  ? ? ? ?   
                             ???? ? ? ?     V’ 
                                                        
                                        CP    ? ? ? ? ? V 
                                                     ? ?? 
                                  ti              C’ 
                                                  
                                           TP             C 
                                           ti ???        ?      




















(5)   ??? ???/*???? 
 
(6)   ??? ???/*?????????????? 
 
(7)   ??? ???/*???????? ?????? 
 
(8)   ???? ???/*???????????????? 
 














?????? (10a, b)??????? 
 
(10)  a.   Baɣatur-ø   Ulaɣan*-ø/-i      sigümjile-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom Ulagan-Acc/-Acc  criticize-Past.Con 
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      ‘Bagatur criticized Ulagan.’ 
   b.   Baɣatur-ø   almurad-ø/-i    ide-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom apple-Acc/-Acc  eat-Past.Con 
      ‘Bagatur ate an apple.’ 
 
? ?????????????????????????????????????
??????????Binnick (1979: 97) ? Kullmann and Tserenpil (1996: 89, 392-394) 
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????Bao et al. (2013)?????????????????
???????????????????????? 
 
(11)   ??????????????????????????????????? 




(12)  a.   Yaɣarau-bar Ulaɣan-ø/*-i     almurad-ø  ide-jei. 
      hastily     Ulagan-Nom/-Acc apple-Acc  eat-Past.Con 
      ‘Ulagan ate an apple hastily.’ 
   b.   Yaɣarau-bar Ulaɣan-ø/-i     almurad-ø  ide-gsen-ü       daraɣa, 
         hastily     Ulagan-Nom/-Acc apple-Acc  eat-Past.Adn-Gen after 
      Baɣatur-ø   jürji-ø      ide-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom orange-Acc eat-Past.Con  
      ‘After Ulagan had eaten an apple hastily, Bagatur ate an orange.’ 
 
? ????????????????????  
 
(13)  a.   Qoyar  čaɣ-un   daraɣa Ulaɣan-ø/*-i      ende ire-jei. 
      two    hour-Gen after    Ulagan-Nom/-Acc here  come-Past.Con 
      ‘Ulagan came here in two hours.’ 
66 
 
   b.   Qoyar  čaɣ-un   daraɣa Ulaɣan-ø/-i       ende ire-bel,  bügüdeger-ø 
      two    hour-Gen after    Ulagan-Nom/-Acc here come-if  everyone-Nom 
      ɣačiɣdana. 
      trouble 
      ‘If Ulagan comes here in two hours, everybody will be in trouble.’ 
 
(14)  a.   Qoyar  čaɣ-un   daraɣa Baɣatur-ø/*-i      ende ire-jei.  
          two    hour-Gen after   Bagatur-Nom/-Acc  here come-Past.Con 
       ‘Bagatur came here in two hours.’  
   b.   Qoyar  čaɣ-un   daraɣa Baɣatur-ø/-i        ende ire-gsen       čü 
      two   hour-Gen after    Bagatur-Nom/-Acc  here  come-Past.Adn  even 
      Ulaɣan-ø     tegün-tei  aɣulja-qu   ügei baiqu-a. 
      Ulagan-Nom  he-to    meet-Pres  not  would 




(15)  a.   Öčügedür  Ulaɣan-ø/*-i      surɣaɣuli-du  ire-gsen      ügei. 
      yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  school-to     come-Past.Adn not 
      ‘Ulagan did not come to school yesterday.’ 
   b.   Öčügedür   Ulaɣan-ø/-i      surɣaɣuli-du  ire-gsen      ügei  učir-ača, 
      yesterday  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc school-to    come-Past.Adn  not  because 
      bügüdeger-ø   sedkil  joba-jai. 
      everyone-Nom  heart   worry-Past.Con 
      ‘Because Ulagan did not come to school yesterday, everybody was worried.’ 
 
? ??????????(16)???????the more, the better????????? 
 
(16)   Baɣatur-ø/-i        uqilaqu tutum, Ulaɣan-ø    iniye-ne. 
     Bagatur-Nom/-Acc cry    more  Ulagan-Nom laugh-be 
67 
 
    ‘The more Bagatur cries, the more Ulagan laughs.’ 
 
?????????(17)???????as soon as???????????? 
 
(17)    Baɣatur-ø/-i       ende ire-megče,  Ulaɣan-ø    surulčaju   ekile-jei. 
       Bagatur-Nom/-Acc here come-soon Ulagan-Nom study-Pres  begin-Past.Con 
    ‘As soon as Bagatur came, Ulagan began to study.’ 
 
? ????(18a, b) and (19a, b) ????????????????????????
??????????????????  
 
(18)  a.  Baɣatur-ø   [Ulaɣan-ø/-i       Kyoto-du  kür-kü-eče 
     Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc Kyoto-at  arrive-Pres.Adn than 
     emüne]  Tokyo-du  kür-čei. 
     earlier   Tokyo-at   arrive-Past.Con 
     ‘Bagatur arrived at Tokyo earlier than Ulagan arrived at Kyoto.’ 
   b.  Baɣatur-ø    [Ulaɣan-ø/*-i      Kyoto-du kür-kü         čaɣ 
     Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc Kyoto-at  arrive-Pres.Adn time 
     -eče  emüne]  Tokyo-du  kür-čei. 
     than  earlier   Tokyo-at   arrive-Past 
     ‘Bagatur arrived at Tokyo earlier than Ulagan arrived at Kyoto.’ 
 
(19)  a.  Baɣatur-ø     [Ulaɣan-ø/-i       örlüge-yin     qoɣula-ban  idekü 
        Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan Nom/-Acc  morning-Gen meal-Acc.RP eat 
     -eče emüne]  üde-yin     qoɣula-ban      ide-jei. 
        than  early     noon-Gen  meal-Acc.SRC   eat-Past.Con 
     ‘Bagatur ate lunch earlier than Ulagan ate breakfast.’ 
   b.  Baɣatur-ø    [Ulaɣan-ø/*-i       örlüge-yin     qoɣula-ban idekü 
        Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan Nom/-Acc  morning-Gen  meal-Acc.RP eat 
     čaɣ-eče  emüne] üde-yin    qogula-ban     ide-jei. 
68 
 
        time  than  early   noon-Gen meal-Acc.RP  eat-Past.Con 





(20)   Batu-ø     [boruɣan-u  joɣsu-qu       (üye)]  boltala alban ger-tü baila. 
    Batu-Nom   rain-Gen    stop-pres.Adn   time   until   office-at    was 









(21)   Baɣatur-ø      [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø/-i      nom-ø                         
    Bagatur-Nom    last year Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  book-Acc     
    biči-gsen/-jei        gejü] öčügedür  bodu-jai. 
    write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con  that  yesterday  think-Past.Con 
    ‘Yesterday Bagatur thought that Ulagan wrote a book last year.’ 
 
(22)   Baɣatur-ø       [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø/-i        nom-ø 
    Bagatur-Nom    last year  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  book-Acc 
      biči-gsen/-jei        gejü] öčügedür  kele-jei. 
    write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con  that  yesterday  say-Past.Con 
    ‘Yesterday Bagatur said that Ulagan wrote a book last year.’ 
 
(23)    Baɣatur-ø     [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø/-i        nom-ø   
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     Bagatur-Nom   last year  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  book-Acc        
     biči-gsen/-jei        gejü] öčügedür Batu-eče   sonus-čai. 
     write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con  that  yesterday Batu-from  hear-Past.Con 
     ‘Yesterday Bagatur heard from Batu that Ulagan wrote a book last year.’ 
 
(24)   [Nidunun Ulaɣan-ø/-i      nom-ø   biči-gsen/-jei             gejü] 
      last year Ulagan-Nom/-Acc book-Acc  write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con  that 
      Baɣatur-ø   öčügedür  bodu-jai. 
    Bagatur-Nom  yesterday  think-Past.Con 
    ‘That Ulagan wrote a book last year, Bagatur thought yesterday.’ 
 
(25)   [Nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø/-i        nom-ø    biči-gsen/-jei            gejü]       
     last year  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  book-Acc  write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con  that 
      Baɣatur-ø   öčügedür  kele-jei. 
    Bagatur-Nom yesterday say-Past.Con 
    ‘That Ulagan wrote a book last year, Bagatur said yesterday.’ 
 
(26)    [Nidunun Ulaɣan-ø/-i      nom-ø   biči-gsen/-jei            gejü] 
     last year  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc book-Acc  write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con  that 
      Baɣatur-ø   öčügedür  Batu-eče   sonus-čai. 
    Bagatur-Nom yesterday  Batu-from  hear-Past.Con 





(27)    Öčügedür  Baɣatur-ø/*-i      qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  nom-i    nama-du üjegül. 
     yesterday  Bagatur-Nom/-Acc  buy-take-Past.Adn  book-Acc me-to    show  




(28)   Baɣatur-ø    Tokyo-du Ulaɣan-ø/*-i      qariju ire-gsen       edür-i 
     Bagatur-Nom  Tokyo-to  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  come back-Past.Adn  day-Acc 
      čegejilejü-bayina. 
     remember-be 
     ‘Bagatur remembers the day when Ulagan came back to Tokyo.’ 
 
(29)    Baɣatur-ø    Tokyo-du Ulaɣan-ø/*-i      qariju ire-gsen              
       Bagatur-Nom  Tokyo-to  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  come back-Past.Adn  
       siltaɣan-i   medekü  gejü  sanaju-bayina. 
     reason-Acc know     that  want-be 
    ‘Bagatur wants to know the reason why Ulagan came back to Tokyo.’ 
 
(30)   Baɣatur-ø    Tokyo-du  Ulaɣan-ø/*-i       qariju  ire-gsen      učir-i  
     Bagatur-Nom Tokyo-to Ulagan-Nom/-Acc come  back-Past.Adn  fact-Acc 
      marta-jai. 
     forget-Past.Con 
     ‘Bagatur forgot the fact Ulagan came back to Tokyo.’ 
 




(31)?  Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø/-u/*-i     pro1  biči-gsen      gejü]  
    Bagatur-Nom   last year  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen/-Acc    write-Past.Adn  that 
    kele-gsen nom1 
     say-Past  book 
     ‘the book which Bagatur said that Ulagan wrote last year’ 
 
(32)    Baɣatur-ø     [nidunun   Ulaɣan-ø/-*u/-i       nom-ø    biči-gsen 
 Bagatur-Nom    last.year  Ulagan-Nom/-Gen/-Acc  book-Acc  write-Past.Adn 
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 gejü] kele-gsen  siltaɣan/učir 
    that  say-Past   reason/fact 







????Bao et al. (2013)??????????????????????????
????????????????? 
 
(11)   ??????????????????????????????????? 




















(33) ? ? ??????? 
Configuration Case Assigned Case Assigner Example 
subject of 
tensed clause 
nominative I They will come. 
object of verb accusative V See them. 
 
(34)   Case Filter???????? 
    ????????????????????????????????? 










(35)   ??????????? 
Configuration Case Checked Case Checker Example 
subject of 
tensed clause 
nominative I They will come. 
object of verb accusative v See them. 
 possessor of 
noun 


























(36)  Q:  Who wants to try this game? 
 
(37)  A:   a.   Me/*I. 






(38)  Q:  Ken-ø      irehü boi? 
      who-Nom  come  Q 
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      ‘Who will come?’ 
 
(39)  A: a.  Bi(-ø). 
       I(-Nom) 
       ‘Me.’ 
     b. * Nama-yi. 
       I-Acc 











? ??????????????(14)?(17)???? b ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????  





                                               


























(40)   Yaɣarau-bar  Ulaɣan-ø/-i/-u ?  ?   surɣaɣuli-du  ire-gsen        edür-tü, ... 
   hastily     Ulagan-Nom/-Acc/-Gen  school-to    come-Past.Adn  day  on 
   ‘On the day when Ulagan came to school hastily, ...’ 
   (Nom, Acc, and Gen are OK.) 
 






















(41)    Baɣatur-ø     Ulaɣan-u    učir-i      Batu-du  kele-jei. 
     Bagatur-Nom  Ulagan-Gen  thing-Acc  Batu-to   say-Past 





(22)?  Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø/-i?       nom-ø  biči-gsen/-jei 
    Bagatur-Nom  last year  Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  book ? write-Past.Adn/-Past.Con 
    gejü]  kele-jei. 
    that  say-Past 








(12)  b.   Yaɣarau-bar  Ulaɣan-ø/-i        almurad-ø  ide-gsen-ü       daraɣa,  
        hastily      Ulagan-Nom/-Acc  apple-Acc  eat-Past.Adn-Gen  after 
         Baɣatur-ø   jurji-ø     ide-jei. 
      Bagatur-Nom  orange-Acc  eat-Past.Con  






(42)? ? ?????????? 








(43)   baqarat-un  takallam-at 
    cow-Nom   spoke-3.s.f. 
    ‘A cow has spoken.’                                 (Fassi Fehri (1993: 28)) 
 
(44)   "inna baqarat-an  takallam-at 
    that  cow-Acc    spoke-3.s.f. 












(45)   ???? ?????? ????? ????? ??????     
    ????? (626-671) ???????13?????? 14?????? 
 
(46)   ???? ?????? ???? ??????? ???????   
    ??????? ??????? ????? (905)? 
 
(47)   ????? ?????? ??? ?????? ????? ?? 



























































(1)   ??????????????? 
 






























                                               


























(9)   ????????  [?? ??? e ???] ??? ?????? 
 
(10)   ????????  [?? ??? e ???] ??? ?????? 
 
(11)   ????????  [?? ??? e ???] ?? ?????? 
 
                                               




(i)   a.   ????? [[[e e ????] ??] ??????]? 























(12)? a.?  ???? ???? e ?????? 
      b. ?  ????? ?? e ????? 
 
? ?????????????? PP?????????? 
 
(13)  a.?  ???? [??? [???? e ????] ????????]? 





(14)  * ????????? [??????? e ???] ???????????? 
    (Saito (1985)) 
 
(15)  * ????????? [[ e ????????] ?] ????????? 




? ???????????Saito (1985)????????? PP??????????
??????????????????????????????????????? 













(16)    Bi-bol  Osaka  yeke surɣaɣuli-yin suruɣči  yum. 
       I-Top  Osaka  university-Gen   student  Cop 


















(17)  a.   Nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø    ene nom-i     biči-jei. 
      last.year  Ulagan-Nom this book-Acc  write-Past.Con 
       ‘Ulagan wrote this book last year.’ 
   b.   Ene nom(-i)-bol,    nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø   t  biči-jei. 
      this book-Acc-Top  last.year  Ulagan-Nom   write-Past.Con 
      ‘This book, Ulagan wrote t last year.’ 
 
? ????(18a, b)??????????????? NP-bol????????????
????????????????????????????? 
 
(18)  a.   Ene nom-i-bol,     nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø   e  biči-jei. 
      this book-Acc-Top  last.year  Ulagan-Nom   write-Past.Con       
      ‘This book, as opposed to the other books, Ulagan wrote t last year.’ 
   b.   Nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø    ene nom-i-bol     biči-jei. 
      last.year  Ulagan-Nom this book-Acc-Top  write-Past.Con 
       ‘Ulagan wrote this book, as opposed to the other books, last year.’ 
 
? ????(19)??????????????? NP ??????????????
???????? 
 
(19)   Ene nom-i-bol,    [Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø    e biči-gsen 
       this book-Acc-Top   Bagatur-Nom   last.year Ulagan-Nom  write-Past.Adn 
       gejü]  boduju baina]. 
       that   think   be.Pres.Con 







(20)   Ene  nom-i-bol,    Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulagan-ø  e  
    this  book-Acc-Top  Bagatur-Nom    last.year  Ulagan-Nom          
    biči-gsen]    učir-i-ni     mede-ne.  
    write-Past.Adn  fact-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘This book, Bagatur knows the fact that Ulagan wrote t last year.’ 
 
(21)   Ene  nom-i-bol,    Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø   e  
    this  book-Acc-Top  Bagatur-Nom     last.year  Ulagan-Nom 
    biči-gsen]    silataɣan-i-ni    mede-ne. 
    write-Past.Adn  reason-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘This book, Bagatur knows the reason why Ulagan wrote t last year.’ 
 
(22)   Tere  ger-i-bol,     Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  e  bari-ɣsan]  
    that  house-Acc-Top  Bagatur-Nom    last.year   built-Past.Adn 
     kümün-i-ni     mede-ne.  
    person-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘That house, Bagatur knows the man who built t last year.’ 
 
(23)   Ene  nom-i-bol,    Baɣatur-ø    [e  ungsi-ɣsan]   kümün-ni  
    this  book-Acc-Top  Bagatur-Nom      read-Past.Adn  person-PoP3 
    bügüdeger  tere  silɣalta-du  kiri tengče-gsen  gejü kele-jei. 
    everyone  that  test-to    pass-Past.Con  that say-Past.Con 
    ‘This book, Bagatur said that those who read t all passed the test.’  
 
(24)   Tere  eregtei-bol, [e  emüsčü baiɣa]     qubčasu-ban  tolin-du   
    that   man-Top     dress  be.Pres.Adn  cloth-RP3   mirror-by 
     üje-jei. 
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    see-Past.Con 
    ‘That man, he looked at the cloth he wears in the mirror.’ 
 
(25)   Tere  eregtei-bol,  Ulaɣan-ø    [e  emüsčü  baiɣa]       qubčasu-ni 
    that  man-Top   Ulagan-Nom    dress    be.Pres.Adn  cloth-PoP3 
       bujar  gejü  kele-jei. 
    dirty  that  say-Past.Con 









(26)  a.   Nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø    Tokyo-du  oči-jai. 
      last.year  Ulagan-Nom  Tokyo-to  go-Past.Con  
       ‘Ulagan went to Tokyo last year.’ 
   b.   Tokyo-du-bol,  nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø   t  oči-jai. 
      Tokyo-to-Top  last.year  Ulagan-Nom    go-Past.Con 







(27)   Tokyo-du-bol,  [Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulaɣan-ø    e oči-ɣsan     gejü] 
    Tokyo-to-Top   Bagatur-Nom   last.year  Ulagan-Nom  go-Past.Adn  that   
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       boduju bayina].  
       think  be.Pres.Con 





(28)   Tokyo-du-bol, Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulagan-ø    e  oči-ɣsan]   
     Tokyo-to-Top  Bagatur-Nom   last.year Ulagan-Nom    go-Past.Adn  
      učir-i-ni     mede-ne. 
       fact-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘To Tokyo, Bagatur knows the fact that Ulagan went t last year.’ 
 
(29)   Tokyo-du-bol,  Baɣatur-ø   [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø    e  oči-ɣsan]  
    Tokyo-to-Top   Bagatur-Nom  last.year Ulagan-Nom   go-Past.Adn  
    silataɣan-i-ni    mede-ne. 
    reason-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘To Tokyo, Bagatur knows the reason why Ulagan went t last year.’ 
 
(30)   Tokyo-du-bol,  [e  oči-ɣsan]   kümün-ni   bügüdeger  tere  tergen-dü  
     Tokyo-to-Top    go-Past.Adn person-PoP3  everyone  that  car-to 
     saɣu-jai. 
    take-Past.Con 















(31)   ?????????????????   
 ??? ????? 
NP??? ??????????? ??????????? 













? ??????????????????????????Kuno (1973)/Saito (1985)
??NP ??????????????????????? NP ?????????
?? aboutness???????????????????????????PP???










? ????????????????????PP ???? PP/NP ????????
??????????????????????????????????????




(32)   Tokyo-du, Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulagan-ø    t  oči-ɣsan]   
     Tokyo-to  Bagatur-Nom   last.year  Ulagan-Nom   go-Past.Adn  
      učir-i-ni     mede-ne. 
       fact-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘To Tokyo, Bagatur knows the fact that Ulagan went t last year.’ 
 
(33)   Tokyo-du,  Baɣatur-ø   [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø    t   oči-ɣsan]  
    Tokyo-to   Bagatur-Nom  last.year Ulagan-Nom   go-Past.Adn  
    silataɣan-i-ni    mede-ne. 
    reason-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 









(34)   Ene  nom-i,    Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun  Ulagan-ø     t  
    this  book-Acc  Bagatur-Nom    last.year  Ulagan-Nom 
     biči-gsen]    učir-i-ni     mede-ne.  
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    write-Past.Adn  fact-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 
    ‘This book, Bagatur knows the fact that Ulagan wrote t last year.’ 
 
(35)   Ene  nom-i,    Baɣatur-ø    [nidunun Ulaɣan-ø     t  
    this  book-Acc  Bagatur-Nom     last.year  Ulagan-Nom 
    biči-gsen]    silataɣan-i-ni    mede-ne. 
    write-Past.Adn  reason-Acc-PoP3  know-be.Pres.Con 






















(31)   ?????????????????   
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 ??? ????? 
NP??? ??????????? ??????????? 






















(1)  a.   Anata-wa [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    to]  omoi-masu ka? 
      you-Top   Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past  that  think-polite Q 
      ‘[Q [you think [that Taro bought what]]]?’ 
   b.  * Anata-wa [Taroo-ga   nani-o    kat-ta    kadooka] shittei-masu ka? 
      you-Top   Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past  whether  know-polite Q 





(2)  a.    Ne-nun  [Yenghuy-ka   mwues-ul  sass-ess-ta-ko]   sayngkakha-ni? 
      you-Top   Yenghuy-Nom  what-Acc  buy-Past-Dec-that  think-Q 
      ‘[Q [you think [that Yenghuy bought what]]]?’ 
      (personal communication with Jeong-Seok Kim) 
   b.  * Ne-nun   [Yenghuy-ka    mwues-ul  sa-ess-nun-ci]    al-ko siph-ni? 
      you-Top   Yenghuy-Nom  what-Acc  buy-Past-Adn-Q  want to know-Q 
       ‘[Q [you want to know [whether Yenghuy bought what]]]?’ 
      (Yoon (1999: 155), slightly edited) 
 





? ??????????????????????? 2 ???????(i) ????
???????????wh???????wh?????????wh???????









? ????????????? wh ???????Wh ?????????????
??????????????????????????14??????? in-situ?
? wh???? Wh?????????????????????????????
??????????????2????????????Lasnik and Saito (1984, 1992) 
????????? in-situ?? wh???wh??????????????????






(3) *  Mary-wa   [John-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    kadooka] shiranai. 
    Mary-Top   John-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past Qyes/no   know-not 
    ‘Mary does not know [whether John bought what].’    
    (Lasnik and Saito (1984: 242), slightly edited) 
 
(4)    Mary-wa   [John-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    kadooka] shiranai  no? 
    Mary-Top   John-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past Qyes/no   know-not Qwh 
                                               
14 5.2.1???Bao et al. (2014)???????? 
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    ‘[Q [Mary does not know [whether John bought what]]].’ 
 
? Lasnik and Saito (1992: 188-189) ??1??? 11?????????????? 
 
? ?[(5)] ?????????????????????Wh???????????




(5)    John-wa   [Mary-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    kadooka] shiritagatteiru no? 
    John-Top    Mary-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past Qyes/no   want-to-know Qwh 
    ‘[Q [Mary does not know [whether John bought what]]].’   
    (Lasnik and Saito (1992: 15), slightly edited) 
 
(6)   Who wonders whether John saw what?  (Lasnik and Saito (1992: 12), slightly edited) 
 
(7)   Who wonders where we bought what?  (Lasnik and Saito (1992: 10), slightly edited) 
 
Lasnik and Saito (1992)??(7)?????????????Wh????????LF?





(8)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta     to]  omottei-masu ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past that  think-Polite  Qwh 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought what]]].’ 
 
(9)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    ka(dooka)] shittei-masu  ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past Qyes/no    know-Polite  Qwh 
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    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought what]]].’ 
 
? ???Nishigauchi (1986, 1990)?Watanabe (1992)?Maki (1995)???(9)??????
?????????????????????????? in-situ?? wh??Wh?
?????????????????????????? 





(10)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    ka] shittei-masu ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past Q  know-Polite Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought what]]].’ 
 




(11)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    kadooka] shittei-masu ka? 
    you-Top      Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past Qyes/no   know-Polite Qwh 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought what]]].’ 
 
? ?????????Takahashi (1993)?????????????? wh?????
??????(12)??wh???????????????????????????
????????(12)???????????? CP SPEC? wh?????????
????? 
 
(12)   Nani-oi   anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   ti  kat-ta    ka]   shittei-masu ka? 
    what-Acc  you-Top    Taro-Nom    buy-Past Qyes/no  know-Polite Qwh 







(13)   Nani-oi   anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   ti  kat-ta    to]  omottei-masu ka? 
    what-Acc  you-Top   Taro-Nom    buy-Past that  think-Polite  Qwh 
    ‘[what Q [you think [that Taro bought t]]].’ 
 
???????(12)?????????????????????????????









? ??????(i) in-situ?? wh????Wh??????(ii) [+Q] COMP? SPEC
????????????? wh???? Wh?????????????????






















? ??????(14)??????? 100mm???????????  
 
(14)   ?????????????????????????????????? 
    ??????????????????????[|]??????????? 
    ?????? 
     ??        ???  






(15)  a.   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   ringo-o   kat-ta    to]  omottei-masu ka?  
      you-Top     Taro-Nom  apple-Acc  buy-Past that  think-Polite  Qwh 
      ‘[Q [you think [that Taro bought apples]]].’                
   b.   Hai,  omottei-masu. 
      yes  think-Polite 
      ‘Yes, I do.’ 
 




(16)  a.   Anata-wa [(i)Taroo-ga/(ii)dare-ga   (i)nani-o/(ii)rinngo-o   kat-ta    to]  
      you-Top   Taro-Nom/who-Nom    what-Acc/apple-Acc  buy-Past that 
      omottei-masu ka? 
      think-Polite  Qwh 
       ‘[Q [you think [that (i)Taro/(ii)who bought (i)what/(ii)apples]]].’ 
   b.   Hai,  omottei-masu. 
      yes  think-Polite 
      ‘Yes, I do.’ 
 
(17)  a.   Anata-wa  [(i)Taroo-ga/(ii)dare-ga  (i)nani-o/(ii)rinngo-o   kat-ta   to] 
      you-Top      Taro-Nom/who-Nom  what-Acc/apple-Acc buy-Past that  
      omottei-masu ka? 
      think-Polite  Qwh 
      ‘[Q [you think [that (i)Taro/(ii)who bought (i)what/(ii)apples]]].’ 
   b.   (i)Ringo/(ii)Taroo-desu.   
       apple /Taro-be.Polite  
      ‘(i)Apples/(ii)Taro.’ 
 
(18)  a.   Anata-wa   [Taroo-ga   ringo-o   kat-ta    ka]  shittei-masu  ka? 
      you-Top     Taro-Nom  apple-Acc  buy-Past Qwh  know-polite  Qyes/no  
      ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought apples]]].’             
   b.   Hai,  shittei-masu. 
      yes  know-Polite 
      ‘Yes, I do.’ 
 
(19)  a.   Anata-wa  [(i)Taroo-ga/(ii)dare-ga   (i)nani-o/(ii)rinngo-o    kat-ta   ka]  
       you-Top    Taro-Nom/who-Nom   what-Acc/apple-Acc buy-Past Qwh  
      shittei-masu ka? 
      know-Polite Qyes/no 
      ‘[Q [you know [whether (i)Taro/(ii)who bought (i)what/(ii)apples]]].’ 
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   b.   Hai,  shittei-masu. 
       yes  know-Polite 
      ‘Yes, I do.’ 
 
(20)  a.   Anata-wa  [(i)Taroo-ga/(ii)dare-ga    (i)nani-o/(ii)rinngo-o    kat-ta   ka]  
       you-Top     Taro-Nom/who-Nom   what-Acc/apple-Acc buy-Past Qyes/no 
      shittei-masu ka? 
      know-Polite Qyes/no 
      ‘[Q [you know [whether(i)Taro/(ii)who bought(i)what/(ii)apples]]].’ 
   b.   (i)Ringo/(ii)Taroo-desu. 
       apple/Taro-be.Polite  
      ‘(i)Apples/(ii)Taro.’ 
 
(21)  a.   Nani-o   anata-wa [Taroo-ga   kat-ta    ka]  shittei-masu ka? 
      what-Acc   you-Top   Taro-Nom  buy-Past  Qwh  know-Polite Qyes/no  
      ‘[what Q [you know [whether Taro bought t]]].’  
   b.   Hai,  shittei-masu. 
      yes  know-Polite 
      ‘Yes, I do.’ 
 
(22)  a.   Nani-o   anata-wa [Taroo-ga   kat-ta    ka]   shittei-masu ka?  
      what-Acc  you-Top   Taro-Nom  buy-Past Qyes/no  know-Polite Qwh 
      ‘[what Q [you know [whether Taro bought t]]].’              
   b.   Ringo-desu. 
      apple-be.Polite 









(23)   ???????????? 





(15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21)(i) (20)(i) (21) (22) 
?? 49.95 15.06 62.89 72.79 74.99 56.39 72.39 53.54 32.79 38.93 
???? 23.03 15.90 19.33 19.91 17.27 18.54 18.89 19.84 20.37 23.42 
 
? ????(15)-(20)?????in-situ?? wh????Wh??????????? 
???????????? 2×3????????????? vs. ?????????
?????????????????????????????????  (F(1, 
69)=240.81, p<.001)???????????????????????? (F(2, 68)=59.03, 
p<.001)???????????????? (F(2, 68)=115.46, p<.001)?????? 
? ??????? (Bonferroni)?????(i) (20)??????(19)????????(F(2, 
68)=19.86, p<.001) ??????(ii) (20)??????(17)?????????(F(1, 69)=5.70, 
p<.02)?????????????? 
? ???????????????????Wh????????????????
??????????????Lasnik and Saito (1984, 1992)????????Nishigauchi 
(1986, 1990)???????????????? 
 ????? wh ??????????????????????????????
?? 2×2?wh ????????????????????? vs. ????????
??????????????????????wh ???????????????
?????????? (F(1, 69)=132.69, p<.001)??????????????????
?????? (F(1, 69)=8.30, p<.005)???????????????? (F(1, 69)=80.00, 
p<.001)?????? 









? ?????????????(i) in-situ?? wh???? Wh??????(ii) [+Q] 
COMP? SPEC????????????? wh????Wh??????????
???????(i)??Nishigauchi (1986, 1990)??????????????????
?? in-situ?? wh???Subjacency Condition?????????????????





(11)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    kadooka] shittei-masu ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-past Qyes/no   know-polite Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought what]]].’ 
 
Chomsky (2000, 2001)??? phase???????(11)??????????????








(8)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    to]  omottei-masu ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-past that  think-polite  Qwh 




?????? COMP to ‘that’??edge??????????????? COMP? wh
? nani ‘what’??? wh?????? agree???????????????????
??Watanabe (1992)??????nani ‘what’?????null??????????COMP




???????????? COMP? SPEC????? nani ‘what’????? null??







??LF ? wh ?? CP ?????????????Lasnik and Saito (1984, 1992)?
Nishigauchi (1986, 1990)??S???????operator?????????????Watanabe 
(1992)?????? wh ?????????scrambling???wh ?????????
???Takahashi (1993)??wh???? wh????? LF?????????? ?Maki 
(1995)???????????????????????????????????












(24)  a.   What did you buy t?  
     b.   you did buy what  
 
(25)  a.   ?? [??] ??????  





(26)  a.   [???????] ??????  
   b.   [???] ???????  
   c.   [???] ??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?    ??? (1994: 64)? 
 
? ????? (1994)?? ???????????? 
 
(27)  ??????????????????????????????????? 
    ?????????????????????????????????? 
    ????????????????????????????? 







(28)  ??????????  
    ???? wh???????????/???????????????????
   [+wh]?????????????????????????????????








(8)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    to]  omottei-masu ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past that  think-Polite  Qwh 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought what]]].’ 
 
(11)   Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga   nani-o   kat-ta    kadooka] shittei-masu ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  what-Acc buy-Past Qyes/no   know-Polite Qwh 




????????? wh ???????????????????Rizzi (1990)?
Relativized Minimality??????Chomsky (1995)? Attract-F????????????
???????????????? 
 





(29)   Či-ø       yaɣu-ø    qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
    you-Nom  what-Acc  buy-take-Past.Adn  Q 









(30)  a.   Či-ø     almurad-ø  qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  uu/*bui? 
       you-Nom  apple-Acc  buy-take-Past.Adn  Q/Q 
        ‘Did you buy apples?’ 
   b.   Teimü/Ügei. 
      Yes/No 
      ‘Yes/No.’ 
 
(31)  a.   Či-ø     yaɣu-ø     qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui/*uu? 
      you-Nom  what-Acc  buy-take-Past.Adn  Q/Q 
      ‘What did you buy?’ 
   b.   Almurad. 
       apple 
      ‘Apples.’ 
 
(32)   Ulaɣan-ø    [Baɣatur-ø    almurad-ø  qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  esekü-ø/*-uu]-yi 
     Ulagan-Nom  Bagatur-Nom apple-Acc  buy-take-Past.Adn  not-Q/-Q-Acc 
    mede-ne. 
    know.Con 
    ‘Ulagan knows whether Bagatur bought apples.’ 
 
(33)   Ulaɣan-ø    [Baɣatur-ø     yaɣu-ø    qudaldun-abu-ɣsan-ø/*-bui]-i 
    Ulagan-Nom  Bagatur-Nom  what-Acc  buy-take-Past.Adn-Q/-Q-Acc 
    mede-ne. 
    know.Con 
    ‘Ulagan knows what Bagatur bought.’ 
 
???????-uu ???? yes/no COMP?-bui ?????[+Q]COMP?????-ø








(34)   Ulaɣan-ø    [Baɣatur-un/-ø      almurad-ø  qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  
      Ulagan-Nom  Bagatur-Gen/-Nom  apple-Acc  buy-take-Past.Adn 
    esekü-ø]-yi(-ni) medene. 
    not-Q-Acc-PoP3 know.Con 




(35)   Či-ø     Baɣatur-un/-ø  ?   yaɣu-ø    qudaldun-abu-ɣsan 
      you-Nom  Bagatur-Gen/-Nom  what-Acc buy-take-Past.Adn 
    esekü-ø-yi(-ni)  medekü    bui? 
    not-Q-Acc-PoP3 know.Adn  Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Bagatur bought what]]].’  
 
(36)   Či-ø ? ?  ken-ü/-ø       almurad-ø  qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  esekü-gi(-ni) 
      you-Nom  who-Gen/-Nom  apple-Acc  buy-take-Past      not-Acc-PoP3 
    medekü  bui? 
    know    Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether who bought apples]]].’  
 
(37)   Či-ø     Baɣatur-un/-ø      ken-dü  almurad-ø  öggü-gsen 
      you-Nom  Bagatur-Gen/-Nom  who-to  apple-Acc  give-Past.Adn 
    esekü-ø-yi(-ni)  medekü   bui? 
    not-Q-Acc-PoP3 know.Adn  Q 




















(38)   [ni   xiang-zhidao  [shei   xi-bu-xihuan  ni]]? 
      you  wonder       who  like-not-like  you 
    ‘Who is the person x such that you wonder whether x likes you or not?’ 
      (Huang (1982: 530)) 
 
(39)   [wo  xiang-zhidao  [Lisi  xi-bu-xihuan  wo]]. 
      I   wonder       Lisi  like-not-like  me  
    ‘I wonder whether Lisi likes me or not.’                    (Huang (1982: 531)) 
 
Huang (1982)??wh-in-situ??LF??CP SPEC??????? LF wh??? Subjacency
???????????????????????????/????????/??
????Wh?????????????????Tokugawa (2014)????????




? ?????????????wh ???????????? wh ???? pair-list 
reading????????????????????????wh?????????
??? wh???? pair-list reading??????????????????Saito (1994a, 




(40)   [Yamada-ga    [karera-ga  dare-kara  wairo-o    uketotta   to]   omotte iru   
      Yamada-Nom   they-Nom  who-from  bribe-Acc  received  that  think        
      ka] oshiete  kudasai. 
    Q  tell-me  please 
    ‘[Q [Yamada thinks [that they received bribes from whom]]].’ 
    (every > some)                                         (Saito (1999: 593)) 
 
(41) ?? [Yamada-ga   [karera-ga  dare-kara  wairo-o    uketotta  kadooka] 
      Yamada-Nom   they-Nom  who-from  bribe-Acc  received  whether 
    shirabete iru    ka]  oshiete  kudasai. 
    is-investigating  Q   tell-me  please 
    ‘[Q [Yamada is investigating [whether they received bribes from whom]]].’ 





? ??????????Saito (1994a, 1999)????????(41)?(42)???????
?????????????? 
 
(42)  ? [dare-kara1  [Yamada-ga    [karera-ga    t1  wairo-o    uketotta   kadooka] 
      who-from  Yamada-Nom   they-Nom      bribe-Acc  received   whether 
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    sirabete iru     ka]]  oshiete  kudasai. 
    is-investigating  Q    tell-me  please 
    ‘[Q from whom1, Yamada is investigating [whether they received bribes t1]]’     
    (Saito (1999: 593)) 
 
Saito (1999)?????(41)?(42)?????karera ‘they’? distributive reading????
???????????????????????(41)???wh ???wh ????
????karera ‘they’? distributive reading???????????????(42)???
wh ? dare ??????????????wh ?????????????????












(44)   Či-ø      tere  rali-du,  kümün bükün-ü/-ø    ken-iyen qara-ɣsan    gejü 
     you-Nom  that  rally at everyone-Gen/-Nom  who-ReP  see-Past.Adn  that  
    boduju  baiqu  bui? 
    think   be     Q 
    ‘[Q [you think [that everyone saw who at the rally]]].’ 
    (every > some) 
 
(45)   Či-ø     tere  rali-du,  kümün bükün-ü/-ø    ken-iyen   qara-ɣsan 
    you-Nom  that  rally  at everyone-Gen/-Nom  who-ReP  see-Past.Adn 
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    esekü]-yi(-ni)      medekü    bui? 
    whether-Acc-PP3  know.Adn  Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether everyone saw who at the rally]]].’ 
    (every > some) 
 
????????(44)?(45)??????????????? kümün bükün ‘everyone’ ? 
wh? ken ‘who’??? pair-list reading????????(45)?????pair-list reading




????????????????? wh????? wh??? yaɣun-du/yaɣaqiɣad ‘why’
????????? 
? ??????????????wh? weisheme ‘why’??????????????




(46)  * [NP [IP  ta  weishenme  xie]   de   shu]  zui   youqu? 
            he  why      wrote  DE  book most  interesting 
    ‘Books that he wrote why are most interesting?’             (Huang (1982: 527)) 
 
(47)   [NP [IP  ta  taolun  shenme]  de   shu]  zui   youqu?  
            he  discuss  what     DE  book  most  interesting  




(48)  * [ni   xiang-zhidao  [Lisi  weishenme  xi-bu-xihuan  ni]]? 
      you  wonder      Lisi  why      like-not-like  you 
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    ‘What is the reason x such that you wonder whether Lisi likes you for x?’ 
    (Huang (1982: 531)) 
 
?????????????????????? wh? weisheme ‘why’??????
???????????? 
? ?????????????????????????????????????
????????? wh?? yaɣun-du/yaɣaqiɣad ‘why’??? wh?? ken ‘who’???
??????????????????????(49)-(50)???? 
 
(49)   [Ken-ø     qudalduju-abu-ɣsan] nom-i     Baɣatur-ø   erijü  baiqu bui? 
      who-Nom  write-take-Past.Adn  book-Acc  Bagatur-Nom  find  be  Q 
    ‘[Q [Bagatur is looking for [the book which who wrote]]].’ 
 
(50)   [Ulaɣan-ø     yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad  qudalduju-abu-ɣsan]  nom-i 
      Ulagan-Nom  why/why          write-take-Past.Adn   book-Acc 
    Bagatur-Nom  erijü  baiqu bui? 
    Baɣatur-ø    find  be   Q 
    ‘[Q [Bagatur is looking for [the book which Ulagan wrote why]]].’ 
 




(51)   Či-ø       Baɣatur-ø    tere-yi  yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad qudaldun abu-ɣsan 
    you-Nom  Bagatur-Nom  it-Acc  why/why      buy    take-Past.Adn 
    esekü-ø-yi  medekü    bui? 
    not-Q-Acc  know.Adn  Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Bagatur bought it why]]].’ 
 
(52)   Kičiyel  degere jaruqu-in tölüge. 
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    class    in     use-Gen  for 
    ‘In order to use it in class.’ 
 
????(49)-(51)?????????? wh ???Pesetsky (1987)??????
non-D(iscourse)-linked wh?????????????????(53)-(55)?????? 
 
(53)   [Čuqum   ken-ø      qudalduju-abu-ɣsan]  nom-i     Baɣatur-ø 
      on earth  who-Nom  write-take-Past.Adn   book-Acc  Bagatur-Nom 
    erijü  baiqu  bui? 
    find  be     Q 
    ‘[Q [Bagatur is looking for [the book which who on earth wrote]]].’ 
 
(54)   [Ulaɣan-ø    čuqum  yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad  qudalduju-abu-ɣsan] nom-i 
      Ulagan-Nom on earth why/why          write-take-Past.Adn book-Acc 
    Baɣatur-ø    erijü  baiqu  bui? 
    Bagatur-Nom  find  be     Q 
    ‘[Q [Bagatur is looking for [the book which Ulagan wrote why on earth]]].’ 
 
(55)   Či-ø      Baɣatur-ø   tere-yi  čuqum   yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad qudaldun 
    you-Nom  Bagatur-Nom it-Acc  on earth  why/why      buy 
    abu-ɣsan      esekü-ø-yi  medekü    bui? 
    take-Past.Adn  not-Q-Acc  know.Adn  Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Bagatur bought it why]]].’ 
 
?????????????? wh?? yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad ‘why’??????????
????????????????????????????????Wh ????
??????????????????????????? wh?? yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad 
‘why’?? wh ???????????? (50)-(51)??????? wh ??




? ??????????????? wh?? yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad ‘why’?? wh???
????????????????? wh ??? wh ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????Watanabe 
(1992)? Saito (1994b)???????? wh?????? wh???????????





(56)  a.   Dare-ga    naze  sore-o  katta   no? 
        who-Nom  why  it-Acc  bought Q 
        ‘Who bought it why?’ 
   b.  * Naze  dare-ga    sore-o  katta   no? 
      why who-Nom  it-Acc  bought  Q 
      ‘Why did who buy it?’ 
 
(57)  a.   Anata-wa  nani-o   naze  katta   no? 
      you-Top   what-Acc why  bought  Q 
       ‘What did you buy why?’ 
   b.  * Anata-wa  naze  nani-o    katta   no? 
      you-Top   why what-Acc bought  Q 
      ‘Why did you buy what?’ 
 






(58)  a.   Ken-ø     yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad  tere-yi qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
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      who-Nom  why/why          it-Acc  buy-take-Past      Q 
        ‘Who bought it why?’ 
   b.   Yaɣun-du/Yaɣakiɣad  ken-ø     tere-yi  qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
      why/why          who-Nom  it-Acc  buy-take-Past      Q 
        ‘Why did who buy it?’ 
 
(59)  a.   Či-ø     yaɣu-gi    yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
      you-Nom  what-Acc  why/why      buy-take-Past     Q 
        ‘What did you buy why?’ 
   b.   Či-ø     yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad   yaɣu-yi  qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
      you-Nom why/why          what-Acc buy-take-Past      Q 
        ‘Why did you buy what?’ 
 




(60)  a.   Čuqum  ken-ø     čuqum    yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad  tere-yi 
      on earth  who-Nom  on earth  why/why            it-Acc 
      qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
      buy-take-Past      Q 
        ‘Who on earth bought it why on earth?’ 
   b.   Čuqum  yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad   čuqum   ken-ø      tere-yi 
      on earth  why/why           on earth  who-Nom  it-Acc 
      qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
      buy-take-Past      Q 
        ‘Why on earth did who on earth buy it?’ 
 
(61)  a.   Či-ø      čuqum   yaɣu-yi     čuqum   yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad 
      you-Nom  on earth  what-Acc  on earth  why/why 
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      qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
      buy-take-Past     Q 
        ‘What on earth did you buy why on earth?’ 
   b.   Či-ø      čuqum   yaɣun-du/yaɣakiɣad  čuqum   yaɣu-yi 
      you-Nom  on earth  why/why            on earth  what-Acc 
      qudaldun-abu-ɣsan  bui? 
      buy-take-Past      Q 
        ‘Why on earth did you buy what on earth?’ 
 
?????????????????? wh ??? wh ?????????????
???????????????????????? 
? ????????????????????????????????????
wh ???? wh ?????????wh-in-situ ?????3 ???????????
???????????(1)-(2)?(62)-(63)???????????????????
wh????? wh???????wh??? CP SPEC?????? 
 
(62)  * Anata-wa  [Taroo-ga  naze  sore-o  kat-ta    kadooka]  shittei-masu-ka? 
    you-Top     Taro-Nom  why  it-Acc  buy-Past  whether   know-polite-Q 
    ‘[Q [you know [whether Taro bought it why]]]?’ 
 
(63)  * Ne-nun  [Yenghuy-ka   way  kukes-ul  sa-ess-nun-ci]    al-ko siph-ni? 
    you-Top   Yenghuy-Nom  why  it-Acc    buy-Past-Adn-Q  want to know-Q 
    ‘[Q [you want to know [whether Yenghuy bought it why]]]?’ 
    (personal communication with Jeong-Seok Kim) 
 
? ?????????(12)?(20)??????????? wh????CP SPEC???
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????Kishimoto (1992)????????????????in-situ





(64)  a.   Chitra  nonǝwa-dǝ  kǝranne? 
      Chitra  what-Q    is doing 
      ‘What is Chitra doing?’ 
   b.   Chitra   æi   paaṭiya-ṭǝ  naawe? 
      Chitra  why  party-Dat  not came 
      ‘Why didn’t Chitra show up at the party?’             (Kishimoto (1992: 63)) 
 
in-situ?? wh?????? COMP????? dǝ ‘Q’ ??????????????
??????(65)???? 
 
(65)   Ranjit  [Chitra  mokaa-ṭǝ  gæfuwa  kiyǝla]-dǝ  kiiwe? 
    Ranjit    Chitra what-Dat  hit     COMP-Q   said 
    ‘[Q [Ranjit said [that Chitra hit what]]]?’                 (Kishimoto (1992: 59)) 
 
Kishimoto (1992)????????? dǝ ‘Q’ ??????????????Subjacency
???????????????????????? dǝ ‘Q’ ????[+Q] COMP??
??????????????(66)-(67)???? 
 
(66)   Ranjit  [Chitra  kauru  ekkaragena  aawa  dǝ-næddǝ  kiyǝla]-dǝ  danne? 
    Ranjit    Chitra who   bring     came  Qyes/no      C-Q       know 
    ‘[Q [Ranjit knows [whether Chitra brought who]]]?’        (Kishimoto (1992: 62)) 
 
(67)   Oyaa [kauru  liyǝpu]  potǝ-dǝ  kieuwe? 
    you   who  wrote  book-Q  read 




(68)  * Oyaa  [Chitra  æi   gattǝ]  potǝ   kieuwe? 
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    you     Chitra why bought  book   read 
    ‘[Q you read [the book that Chitra bought why]].’          (Kishimoto (1992: 65)) 
 
???????????????????????????????? 




(69)   In-Situ?Wh???????? 
 ?Wh? ??Wh? ?? 
a.  √ √ ??????? 
b.  √ ????????? 











? ??????????? wh-in-situ??????????? 2???????(i) ?
????? wh-in-situ??? wh??????? wh????????????????




































Type 1  
S [S O V C(-Q)] V 
Yes 
 
01   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
02   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
03   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
04   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
05   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
06   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
07   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
08   Q: ???? ??? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
09   Q: ???? ??? 500??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
10   Q: ???? ??? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
11   Q: ???? ??? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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12   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
13   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
14   Q: ???? ??? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
15   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
16   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
17   Q: ???? ??? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
18   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
19   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
20   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
21   Q: ???? ??? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
22   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
23   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
24   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
25   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
26   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
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27   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
28   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
29   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
30   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
31   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
32   Q: ???? ??? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
33   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
34   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
35   Q: ???? ??? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
36   Q: ???? ??? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?






S [S O V C(+Q)] V 
Yes 
 
01   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
02   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
03   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
04   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
05   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
06   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
07   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
08   Q: ???? ??? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
09   Q: ???? ??? 500??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
10   Q: ???? ??? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
11   Q: ???? ??? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
12   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
13   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
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14   Q: ???? ??? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
15   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
16   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
17   Q: ???? ??? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
18   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
19   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
20   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
21   Q: ???? ??? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
22   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
23   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
24   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
25   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
26   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
27   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
28   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
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29   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
30   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
31   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
32   Q: ???? ??? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
33   Q: ???? ??? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
34   Q: ???? ??? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
35   Q: ???? ??? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
36   Q: ???? ??? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?





S [S(WH) O V C(-Q)] V 
Yes 
 
01   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
02   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
03   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
04   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
05   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
06   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
07   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
08   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
09   Q: ???? ?? 500??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
10   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
11   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
12   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
13   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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14   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
15   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
16   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
     A: ?????????? 
17   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
18   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
19   Q: ???? ?? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
20   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?   
    A: ?????????? 
21   Q: ???? ?? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
22   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
23   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
24   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
25   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
26   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
27   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
28   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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29   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?   
    A: ?????????? 
30   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
31   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
32   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
33   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
34   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
35   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
36   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?






S [S O(WH) V C(-Q)] V 
Yes 
 
01   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
02   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
03   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
04   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
05   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
06   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
07   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
08   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
09   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
10   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
11   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
12   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
13   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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14   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
15   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
16   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
17   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
18   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
19   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
20   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
21   Q: ???? ??? ?? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
22   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
23   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
24   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
25   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
26   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
27   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
28   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
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29   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
30   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
31   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
32   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
33   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
34   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
35   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
36   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  






Type 5  
S [S(WH) O V C(-Q)] V 
WH 
 
01   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
02   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
03   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
04   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
05   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
06   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
07   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
08   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
09   Q: ???? ?? 500??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
10   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
11   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
12   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
13   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
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14   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
15   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
16   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
17   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
18   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
19   Q: ???? ?? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
20   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
21   Q: ???? ?? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
22   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
23   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
24   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
25   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
26   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
27   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
28   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
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29   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
30   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
31   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
32   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
33   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
34   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
35   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
36   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?




Type 6  
S [S O(WH) V C(-Q)] V 
WH 
 
01   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
02   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
03   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
04   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
05   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
06   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
07   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
08   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???????? 
09   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: 500????? 
10   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ??????? 
11   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
12   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
13   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
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14   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
15   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
16   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A : ????? 
17   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???????? 
18   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
19   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???? 
20   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
21   Q: ???? ??? ?? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
22   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
23   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
24   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
25   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
26   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
27   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ???? 
28   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ???? 
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29   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
30   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
31   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
32   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
33   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
34   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
35   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ??????? 
36   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  





Type 7  
S [S(WH) O V C(-Q)] V 
Yes 
 
01   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
02   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
03   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
04   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
05   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
06   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
07   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
08   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
09   Q: ???? ?? 500??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
10   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
11   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
12   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
13   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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14   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
15   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
16   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
17   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
18   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
19   Q: ???? ?? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
20   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
21   Q: ???? ?? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
22   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
23   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
24   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
25   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
26   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
27   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
28   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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29   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
30   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
31   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
32   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
33   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
34   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
35   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
36   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?




Type 8  
S [S O(WH) V C(-Q)] V 
Yes 
 
01   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
02   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
03   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
04   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
05   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
06   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
07   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
08   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
09   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
10   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
11   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
12   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
13   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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14   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
15   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
16   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
17   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
18   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
19   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
20   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
21   Q: ???? ??? ?? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
22   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
23   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
24   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
25   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
26   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
27   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
28   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
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29   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
30   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
31   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
32   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
33   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
34   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
35   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
36   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  





Type 9  
S [S(WH) O V C(-Q)] V 
WH 
 
01   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
02   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
03   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
04   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
05   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
06   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
07   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
08   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
09   Q: ???? ?? 500??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
10   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
11   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A:  ????? 
12   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
13   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
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14   Q: ???? ?? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
15   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
16   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
17   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
18   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
19   Q: ???? ?? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
20   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
21   Q: ???? ?? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
22   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
23   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
24   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
25   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
26   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
27   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
28   Q: ???? ?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
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29   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
30   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
31   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
32   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
33   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
34   Q: ???? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
35   Q: ???? ?? ????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
36   Q: ???? ?? ?????? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?




Type 10  
S [S O(WH) V C(-Q)] V 
WH 
 
01   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
02   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
03   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
04   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
05   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
06   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
07   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
08   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???????? 
09   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: 500????? 
10   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ??????? 
11   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
12   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
13   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
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14   Q: ???? ??? ?? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
15   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
16   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
17   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???????? 
18   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
19   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???? 
20   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
21   Q: ???? ??? ?? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
22   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
23   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
24   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
25   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
26   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
27   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ???? 
28   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ???? 
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29   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
30   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
31   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
32   Q: ???? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
33   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
34   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
35   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ??????? 
36   Q: ???? ??? ?? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  





Type 11  
S [O(WH) S V C(+Q)] V 
Yes 
 
01   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
02   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
03   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
04   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
05   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
06   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
07   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
08   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
09   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
10   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
11   Q: ?? ???? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
12   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
13   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
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14   Q: ?? ???? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
15   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
16   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
17   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
18   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
19   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
20   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
21   Q: ?? ???? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
22   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
23   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
24   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
25   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
26   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
27   Q: ?? ???? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
28   Q: ?? ???? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
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29   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
30   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
31   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
32   Q: ?? ???? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ?????????? 
33   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
34   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
35   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????????? 
36   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  





Type 12  
S [O(WH) S V C(+Q)] V 
WH 
 
01   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
02   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
03   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
04   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
05   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
06   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
07   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
08   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???????? 
09   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: 500????? 
10   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ??????? 
11   Q: ?? ???? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
12   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
13   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
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14   Q: ?? ???? ??? ??? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
15   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
16   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
17   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???????? 
18   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
19   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???? 
20   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
21   Q: ?? ???? ??? ?????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
22   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
23   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
24   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
25   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
26   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
27   Q: ?? ???? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ???? 
28   Q: ?? ???? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ???? 
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29   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
30   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
31   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
32   Q: ?? ???? ??? ????? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
    A: ????? 
33   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ????? 
34   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ?????? 
35   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ??????? 
36   Q: ?? ???? ??? ???? ????????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  







01   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ?????? 
    A: ????? 
02   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ?????? 
    A: ????? 
03   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ??????  
    A: ????? 
04   Q: ???? ?? ??? ???? ??????  
    A: ????? 
05   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ??????  
    A: ????? 
06   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ??????  
    A: ???????? 
07   Q: ???? ?? ??? ?????? ??????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
    A: ???????? 
08   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ??????  
    A: ???????? 
09   Q: ???? ?? ??? ????? ??????  
    A: ???????? 
10   Q: ???? ?? ??? ?????? ??????? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
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